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articulate in Taoism: and if Taoism laid stress on the
spiritual reality of all nature as an embodiment of the Tao,
Buddhism emphasized its transiency. Nature was a dream,
but a beautiful one; and men could see in it an embodi-
ment of the Buddha—real so long as men had to be incar-
nate in bodily form. The Sankhya school had imbued a
Buddhist philosophy with its insistence on this tran-
sient yet real union of spirits with bodies, and it was this
aspect of Hindu thought which, with its emphasis on
meditation as the way of escape, influenced China in
this era. Moreover, both Taoism and Buddhism held out
the lure of obtaining magic or transcendental powers, and
this long search played a great part in the history of a
people whom an excess of rationalism has continually
driven beyond the borders of mysticism into the realm
of magic*
Such men as Tao An, who died in a.d. 385, and his
pupil Hui Ytian (d, a.d. 416) had indeed sought to reinter-
pret Buddhist meditation or dhyana in terms of Taoist
thought. How readily wu-wei or non-activity fits in with
Buddhist ideas, and Nibbanism with the eternalism of
Lao-tse! How easily both degenerate into magic practices!
The practical Chinese wanted proofs of this mystical tech-
nique, and their scholars sought a simplification of the
essential content of the Indian religion now overloaded
with metaphysics. They saw in Buddhism a method of
sudden enlightenment, and in the pursuit of this they
invented the Dark Sayings, or Koan, which aim at snub-
bing the discursive intellect and at giving intuition free
play. They sought to kick away all crutches and arti-
ficiality and to take man back to nature, and to experience.
Body and mind were to be freed from all bonds, and by the
ninth century this new gymnosophy had developed into a
potent influence. Chinese reason had taken Indian mys-
ticism and made it at once simple and austere. This led to
beauty in the simple open spaces of Buddhist monasteries,
to austerity of line in their architecture, to 'cleanliness' and
good taste as opposed to the florid and the over-decorated.

